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his Quarter's Highlights 
The AMU team worked on seven tasks for their customers: 

• Ms. Crawford completed the objective lightning forecast tool for east 

Dr. Watson and Dr. Huddleston 
supported the Atlas 5 launch on 
15 May. 

Dr. Bauman and Dr. Merceret 
supported the Delta 4 launch on 
24 May. 

-central Florida airports and delivered the tool and the final report to the customers. 

• Ms. Shafer continued work for Vandenberg Air Force Base on an automated tool to relate pressure gra
dients to peak winds. 

• Dr. Huddleston updated and delivered the tool that shows statistics on the timing of the first lightning 
strike of the day in the Kennedy Space Center (KSC)/Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) area. 

• Dr. Bauman continued work on a severe weather forecast tool focused on the Eastern Range (ER). 

• Ms. Crawford acquired the software and radar data needed to create a dual-Doppler analysis over the 
east-central Florida and KSC/CCAFS areas. 

• Mr. Decker continued developing a wind pairs database for the Launch Services Program to use when 
evaluating upper-level winds for launch vehicles. 

• Dr. Watson continued work to assimilate observational data into the high-resolution model configura
tions she created for Wallops Flight Facility and the ER. 
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Quarterly Task Summaries 
This section contains summaries of the AMU activities for the third quarter of Fiscal Year 2013 (April-June 2013). 
The accomplishments on each task are described in more detail in the body of the report starting on the page num
ber next to the task name. 

Objective Lightning Probability Forecasts for East-Central Florida 
Airports (Page 6) 

Vandenberg AFB Pressure Gradient 
Wind Study (Page 7) 

Purpose: Develop an objective lightning probability 
forecast tool for commercial airports in east-central 
Florida to help improve the lightning forecasts in the 
warm season. The forecasters at the National Weather 
Service in Melbourne, FL (NWS MLB) are responsible 
for issuing forecasts for airfields in central Florida, and 
need to make more accurate lightning forecasts to help 
alleviate delays due to thunderstorms in the vicinity of 
an airport. The AMU will develop a forecast tool similar 
to that developed for the 45th Weather Squadron 
(45 WS) in previous AMU tasks. The probabilities will 
be valid for the areas around the airports and time peri
ods needed for the NWS MLB forecast. 

Accomplished: Delivered the final version of the tool 
as an Excel graphical user interface (GUI) and gave a 
briefing to the NWS MLB forecasters on how to use 
the tool and how it was developed. Completed the 
final report, delivered it to the customers, and submit
ted the forms for NASA approval in order to make the 
report available on the AMU website. 

Purpose: Provide a wind forecasting capability that will im
prove wind warning forecasts and enhance the safety of the 
30th Operational Support Squadron (30 OSS) customers' op
erations. This capability will be an Excel GUI that ingests sur
face pressure data automatically and determine the likelihood 
of reaching warning-level winds based on the pressure gradi
ent (PG) across Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB). This will 
allow 30 OSS forecasters to evaluate PG thresholds between 
specific pairs of regional observing stations under different 
synoptic regimes to help determine the onset and duration of 
warning category winds. 

Accomplished: Completed reviewing the relationship be
tween pressure gradients and maximum peak wind at VAFB. 
Given the study did not yield a clear qualitative relationship, 
calculated correlation coefficients between the two variables 
for each station pair to determine quantitative relationship. 
Began organizing the climatology database to calculate sta
tistics and deliver this information in a Microsoft Access or 
Excel GUI. 
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Quarterly Task Summaries 
(continued) 

First Cloud-to-Ground Lightning Timing Study (Page 1 0) 

Purpose: Create a lightning timing forecast ability to assist 45 
WS ER customers when planning potentially hazardous out
door activities. The 45 WS provides a daily lightning forecast, 
then issues watches and warnings as needed. The ER custom
ers would benefit from a forecast that provides expected times 
of lightning occurrence to adjust their outdoor operations plan
ning . This tool provides the distribution of first cloud-to-ground 
(CG) lightning times in the KSC/CCAFS lightning warning cir
cles to assist the 45 WS customers. Determine if there is a re
lationship between speed-stratified flow regimes and the time 
of the first CG strike. Th is relationship, if it exists, would be 
used in a final tool to assist forecasters in determining when the 
first CG lightning will occur on KSC/CCAFS. 

Accomplished: Completed a GUI using the Slicers feature in 
Excel 2010 showing the number of times the first strike oc
curred in each hour for any combination of stratifications, in
cluding the sea breeze flow regime, speed, month, and 
whether lightning occurred . Delivered the GUI to 45 WS and 
began writing the final report. 

Severe Weather Tool using 1500 UTC CCAFS Sounding (Page 11 ) 

Purpose: Develop a Meteorological Interactive Data Dis
play System (MIDDS) capability to assess the daily severe 
weather threat during the warm season months of May
September at KSC/CCAFS based on the late morning , 
1500 UTC, CCAFS (XMR) sounding. Using the late morn
ing sounding for this capability instead of the early morning, 
1000 UTC, sounding will provide a the 45 WS forecasters 
with a more accurate assessment of the atmospheric insta
bility each day leading to a better assessment of the severe 
weather threat. 

Accomplished: Developed and began testing the real time 
severe weather tool in MIDDS. Developed a 1000 UTC 
sounding-based version of the 1500 UTC Severe Weather 
Tool and began testing it in MIDDS. 
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Quarterly Task Summaries 
(continued) 

Configuration and Evaluation of a Dual-Doppler 3-D Wind Field System 
(Page 14) 

Purpose: Develop a dual-Doppler system using freely availa
ble software to create a three-dimensional (3-D) wind field over 
KSC/CCAFS using data from the three local Doppler radars. 
Space vehicle operations are halted when winds exceed de
fined thresholds and when lightning is a threat. A display of the 
wind field to reveal areas of high winds or convergence, espe
cially over areas where no observations exist, would be useful 
to forecasters in predicting the onset of vehicle-critical weather 
phenomena, and can also be used to initialize a local 
mesoscale numerical weather prediction model to improve the 
model forecast of these phenomena. A dual-Doppler wind field 
display will aid in using ground processing and space launch 
resources more efficiently by stopping or starting work in a 
timelier manner. 

Accomplished: Consulted with NWS MLB and chose the 
Warning Decision Support System Integrated Information 
(WDSS-11) software to conduct the dual-Doppler analysis. 
Downloaded and installed the software on an AMU Linux PC. 
Collected data from three local Doppler radars to use in testing 
the dual-Doppler procedure. 

Wind Pairs Database for Persistence 
Modeling (Page 15) 
Purpose: Develop upper-level (UL) wind profile temporal pair data
bases and conduct a statistical analysis of wind changes at the Eastern 
Range (ER), Western Range (WR) and Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) 
for use by NASA's Launch Services Program (LSP) space launch vehi
cle teams in their commit-to-launch decisions. Their current assess
ments are based on UL wind data obtained earlier in the launch count, 
which may not represent the winds the vehicle will ascend through. This 
uncertainty can be mitigated by a statistical analysis of wind change 
over time periods of interest using historical data from the launch range. 
The intent of these databases is to help LSP improve the accuracy of 
launch commit decisions by applying wind change statistics based on 
measured historical data, as opposed to modeled data, into UL wind 
assessments. 

Accomplished: Applied quality control (QC) algorithms to remove sus
pect data from the WFF and ER databases. Analyzed wind pair sam
ples from WFF to determine if the WFF sample size is suitable for UL 
wind assessments. Developed the ER wind profile pair database and 
determined the number of wind profile pairs for each time period. 
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Quarterly Task Summaries 
(continued) 

Range-Specific High-Resolution 
Mesoscale Model Setup (Page 18) 

Purpose: Establish a high-resolution model with data assimi
lation (DA) for the ER and WFF to better forecast a variety of 
unique weather phenomena. Global and national scale mod
els cannot properly resolve important local-scale weather fea
tures due to their coarse horizontal resolutions. A properly 
tuned model at a high resolution would provide that capability 
and provide forecasters with more accurate depictions of the 
future state of the atmosphere. 

Accomplished: Reinstalled the operating system on the old 
modeling cluster and continued to run test cases and learn 
about the Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation (GSI) software. 
Moved the new modeling clusters to their new location , estab
lished network connectivity , and implemented IT security for 
the clusters. Began installing and configuring needed soft
ware on the new clusters. 
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AMU ACCOMPLISHMENTS DURING THE PAST QUARTER 
The progress being made in each task is provided in this section, organized by topic, 

with the primary AMU point of contact given at the end of the task discussion. 

SHORT-TERM FORECAST IMPROVEMENT 
Objective Lightning 
Probability Forecasts 
for East-Central Florida 
Airports (Ms. Crawford) 

The forecasters at NWS MLB are 

periods and areas needed by the 
NWS MLB forecasters in the warm 
season months, defined as May
September. Figure 1 shows the final 
output form of the GUI after the user 
inputs the required parameters (AMU 
Quarterly Report 02 FY13). 

responsible for issuing weather fore- Status 
casts to several airfields in central 
Florida. They identified a need to 
make more accurate lightning fore
casts to help alleviate delays due to 
thunderstorms in the vicinity of an 
airport. Such forecasts would also 
provide safer ground operations 
around terminals, and would be of 

In early June, the Air Force rein
stated the release of 1 000 UTC ra
winsondes from CCAFS due to their 
importance to the daily forecast. The 
forecasters at NWS MLB were in-
formed , and they resumed using 
these data as input to the equations. 

value to Center Weather Service Ms. Crawford made some minor 
Units serving air traffic controllers in adjustments to the tool and delivered 
Florida. To im-
prove the forecast, CLIMATOLOGIES AND EQUATION OUTPUT (1995-2011) 
the AMU was 

it to NWS MLB to use for the warm 
season lightning forecasts. She also 
visited NWS MLB and gave a 
presentation on how the tool was de
veloped and how it works. 

Ms. Crawford completed the final 
report after internal AMU and exter
nal customer reviews. She delivered 
it to the customers via email distribu
tion. NASA approved the report for 
public distribution and it is now on 
the AMU website at science.ksc. 
nasa.gov/amu/final-reports/nws-obj
ltg-a prts. pdf. 

For more information contact Ms. 
Crawford at 321-853-8130 or 
crawford . winnie@ensco.com. 

tasked to develop LIGHTimtG PROBABILITlES 

an objective light
ning probability 
forecast tool for the 
commercial air
ports in east
central Florida for 
which NWS MLB 
has forecast re
sponsibility using 
data from the Na
tional Lightning 
Detection Network 
(NLDN). There
sulting forecast 
tool is similar to 
that developed by 
the AMU for the 45 
WS in previous 
tasks (Lambert and 
Wheeler 2005, 
Lambert 2007). 
The lightning prob
ability forecasts is 
valid for the time 
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Input Output --

DATE lime (UTC} 15- 18 18- 21 

STATION MLB DAR. V CL.IMO 26% 44% 

TIME (UTC) ALL FLOW REGIME 34% 66% 

FLOW REGIME I SW-1 FLOW REGIME 2-SPD 28% 1 ~60% 

56% 
SPEED 10 

FLOW REGIME 3-SPD 24% 

Flow Regime Definitions EQUATION 34% 64% 

Speed Categories 

"'NOTICE" 
With the exception of the equation output, the climatological stat~stics show n 
here reflect historica ~ lightning occurrence for the period 1995-2011. They are 
not necessarily indicative of future lightning occurrence. __j 

21-00 00-03 

27"h> 8% 

52% 18% 

43% 9% 

48% 16% 

49% 6% 

Choose New Input 

Figure 1. The GUI output form for all four time periods. The input choices are in the left panel and the 
climatological and computed probabilities for all four time periods are in the right panel. The "Choose 
New Input" button closes the form and returns control to the equation input form for the four time 
periods (Figure 4). The "Flow Regime Definitions" and "Speed Categories" buttons open message 
forms that provide definitions of these parameters. 
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Vandenberg AFB 
Pressure Gradient Wind 
Study (Ms. Shafer) 

Warning category winds can ad
versely impact day-to-day space lift 
operations at VAFB. For example, 
winds~ 30 kt can affect Delta II veh i
cle transport to the launch pad, Delta 
IV stage II attitude control system 
tank load, and other critical opera
tions. The 30 OSS forecasters at 
VAFB use the mean sea level pres
sure (MSLP) from seven regional ob
serving stations to determine the 
pressure difference (dP) as a guide 
to forecast surface wind speed at 
VAFB. Their current method uses an 
Excel-based tool that is manually in
tensive and does not contain an ob
jective relationship between peak 
wind and dP. They require a more 
objective and automated capability to 
help them forecast the onset and du
ration of warning category winds to 
enhance the safety of their custom
ers' operations. They also agreed to 
analyze PG as opposed to dP as it is 
a more accurate indicator of local 
wind speed. The 30 OSS has re
quested that the AMU develop an 
automated Excel GUI that includes 
PG thresholds between specific ob
serving stations under different syn
optic regimes to aid forecasters when 
issuing wind warnings. 

Pressure Gradient Evaluation 

In the previous quarter, Ms. Shaf
er created a series of graphs plotting 

29 April 2008 

PG and maximum peak wind 
(MPW) versus time for each of the 
synoptic reg imes (See Tables 1 
and 2 in AMU Quarterly Report Q2 
FY13). The MPW was the maxi
mum value of all peak wind speeds 
observed at the 26 VAFB towers in 
each hour. In order to better high
light potential trends and/or rela
tionships between PG and MPW, 
Ms. Shafer also plotted the abso
lute value (ABS) of the PGs versus 
time. She created PG/MPW and 
ABS(PG)/MPW versus time graphs 
for four days in each synoptic re
gime, each day representing a dif
ferent time of the year in order to 
have a diverse collection of case 
studies when evaluating PG and 
MPW. Ms. Shafer's initial review did 
not yield a clear relationship be
tween the two variables. For the 
days selected, most PG and ABS 
(PG) trends did not follow the MPW 
trends as expected. 

To further investigate the rela
tionship between PG and MPW, 
Ms. Shafer divided VAFB into two 
sections: North Base (NB) and South 
Base (SB). The NB and SB towers 
are identified by the yellow and light 
blue diamonds in Figure 2, respec
tively. Ms. Shafer determined the NB
MPW and SB-MPW per hour for the 
same four days in each regime dis
cussed previously, and then created 
ABS(PG)/MPW versus time graphs 
that included both NB-MPW and SB
MPW. She compared the NB-MPW 
and SB-MPW trends to those of the 
ABS(PG) to see if a stronger qualita-

Figure 2. All VAFB wind towers 
designated as North Base (yellow) and 
South Base (light blue) 

tive relationship could be found. For 
example, consider the ABS(PG) and 
MPW trends in Figures 3 and 4. Fig
ure 3 is the ABS(PG)/MPW (all tow
ers) versus time graph for 29 April 
2008 with a Pacific High (PH) synop
tic regime. The MPW is on the left y
axis, the ABS(PG) is on the right y
axis, and time is on the x-axis. In
cluded in the graph are the ABS(PG) 
from each of the 14 station pairs 
used in the task (See Table 2 in AMU 
Quarterly Report Q2 FY13). Figure 4 
shows the same ABS(PG) data, but 

29 April 2008 
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Figure 3. Example ABS(PG)IMPW versus time graph with 
PH synoptic regime. 
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Figure 4. NBISB ABS(PG)IMPW versus time graph for the 
PH synoptic regime. NB-MPW are the solid black line with 
diamonds, the SB-MPW are the dashed line with circles. 
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22 August 2010 
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Figure 5. NBISB ABS(PG)IMPW versus time graph for the 
PH synoptic regime. NB-MPW are the solid black line with 
diamonds, the SB-MPW are the dashed line with circles. 

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 except for the CL synoptic 
regime. 

MPW is divided into NB-MPW and 
SB-MPW. Notice in Figure 3 the 
MPW remains between 40 and 45 kt 
during the time frame until 1000 UTC 
when it then begins a slight upward 
trend. This same upward trend is not 
evident in most of the ABS(PG) 
trends. For instance , the KBFL-KLAS 
(green line with triangles) , KPRB
KLAS (pink line with large outlined 
circles), KVBG-KLAS (purple line 
with Xs), and KLAX-KLAS (green line 
with large outlined circles) ABS(PG)s 
gradually increased over the entire 
time period while the KVBG-KBFL 
ABS(PG) decreased. In Figure 4 , it is 
clear the higher maximum winds on 
this day were observed on the SB 
towers . Ms. Shafer also noticed the 
NB-MPW followed the ABS(PG) 
trends more closely than the SB
MPW. 

Unfortunately, Ms. Shafer did not 
find these matching trends in other 
test cases. For example, Figure 5 is 
an NB/SB ABS(PG)/MPW versus 
time graph for 22 August 2010 with a 
PH synoptic regime. Notice , similar to 
Figure 4, the highest maximum winds 
were again observed on the SB tow
ers. However, neither the NB-MPW 
or SB-MPW follow the ABS(PG) 
trends this day. Another example is 
Figure 6 from 18 July 2011 with a 
California Low (CL) synoptic regime. 
The SB-MPW gradually increases 
during the time period while the NB
MPW increases from 0600-1400 
UTC and then decreases. The ASS 
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(PG)s from KVBG-KBFL (red line 
with squares) and KPRB-KVBG (blue 
line with +s) show an opposite trend 
where they decrease until 1500 UTC 
then show a steep increase through 
the rest of the time period. The re
maining ABS(PG)s remain fairly con
stant or decrease in general. Overall , 
for the case studies selected , regard
less of the time of year or synoptic 
regime, the NB-MPW and SB-MPW 
did not follow the same trends as the 
ABS(PG)s. 

When creating the NB/SB ASS 
(PG)/MPW graphs, Ms. Shafer no
ticed most of the maximum winds 
were observed over the SB portion of 
VAFB. There were 28 case study 
days included in this task; 26 days 
showed SB-MPW values greater 
than NB-MPW for the majority of the 
24-hour time period. The reason is 
likely due to the elevations of the 
towers on NB versus SB. At the start 
of this task , Mr. Brock of the 30 OSS 
provided Ms. Shafer an Excel sheet 
with detailed information about the 
VAFB tower network including NB/SB 
classification , latitude/longitude 
points and the elevation of each tow
er above sea level. The network has 
26 towers : 12 on NB and 14 on SB. 
The elevations of the NB towers 
range from 64 to 920-ft while the SB 
towers range from 27 to 2,170 ft. Of 
the SB towers , five of them have ele
vations that exceed 1 ,200 ft . Since 
wind speeds tend to increase with 
altitude, the higher altitudes of the SB 
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towers are more likely to observe 
higher wind speeds. 

Correlations 

As previously mentioned , regard
less of the time of year or synoptic 
regime, the study did not yield a clear 
qualitative relationship between PG 
and MPW for the 28 selected case 
study days. Given this result, Mr. 
Roeder of the 45 WS suggested cal
culating the correlation coefficients 
between the two variables to quanti
tatively measure the relationship be
tween them using the entire 2007-
2012 database. Per this suggestion , 
Ms. Shafer used the PEARSON func
tion in Microsoft Excel to determine 
the Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
(PCC). This value is a measure of 
the linear correlation between two 
variables ranging from -1 to +1. A 
value of zero indicates there is no 
relationship between the two da
tasets. 

Ms. Shafer calculated this value 
for each station pair stratified by syn
optic regime for the full VAFB, NB 
and SB. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the 
ABS(PG) PCC versus synoptic re
gime for the full base, NB and SB, 
respectively. The PCC is on the y
axis and the synoptic regime on the x 
-axis. The "ALL" category on the x
axis includes all of the days in the 
2007-2012 database regardless of 
flow regime and the solid black hori
zontal line highlights where PCC 
equals zero. When comparing the 
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figures , the values in Figures 7 and 9 
are nearly identicaL This result was 
expected considering most of the 
MPWs were observed on SB towers. 
When comparing Figures 7 and 8, 
there are some minor differences 
among station pairs and correspond
ing synoptic regimes, but overall the 
patterns are very similar. These fig
ures show most PCC values range 
between -0.1 and 0.4 with occasional 
outliers. Considering PCC indicates 
no relationship when it is equal to 
zero, these graphs show a very weak 
relationship between ABS(PG) and 
MPW at VAFB and should not be the 
lone data source when forecasting 
MPW. 

One of the tools currently used at 
30 OSS to predict MPW examines 

dP between the station pairs instead 
of PG. As a comparison , Ms. Shafer 
created a graph showing the dP PCC 
versus synoptic regime for the full 
base (Figure 1 0) . Compared to the 
ABS(PG) PCC results, dP PCC has a 
smaller range per synoptic regime 
and values closer to zero. The North 
PH (NPH) and PH regimes show the 
highest PCC values, however they 
are mainly between zero and 0.5 with 
the exception of KVBG-KBFL in PH 
where PCC is -0.14. This graph con
firms dP also performs poorly as a 
predictor for MPW at VAFB. 

Climatology Database 

In the previous quarter, Ms. Shaf
er completed processing the tower 
data from all 26 wind towers at VAFB 
for the climatology database. The 

database includes temperature (F) , 
dewpoint (F) , relative humidity (%) , 
average 1 minute sustained wind 
speed (kt) and direction (degrees), 
and peak wind speed (kt) and direc
tion (degrees) at the 6-, 12-, and 54-ft 
sensor levels. Ms. Shafer began ex
ploring ways to develop a PivotTable 
to easily calculate and display clima
tology statistics as discussed at the 
November 2012 tasking meeting . 
She discovered Microsoft Excel is not 
capable of containing the entire data
base, so she is now starting to work 
with Microsoft Access. 

Contact Ms. Shafer at 321-853-
8200 or shafer.jaclyn@ensco.com for 
more information. 

ABS(PG) PCC vs Synoptic Regime ABS(PG) PCC vs Synoptic Regime 
Full Base 2007 - 2012 
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Figure 7. ABS(PG) PCC versus synoptic regime for the full 
base from 2007-2012. The solid black line highlights where 
PCC equals zero. 
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 except for NB instead of the full 
base. 

ABS(PG) PCC vs Synoptic Regime dP PCC vs Synoptic Regime 
South Base 2007 - 2012 Full Base 2007 - 2012 
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 7 except for SB instead of the full Figure 10. Same as Figure 7 except for dP instead of PG. 
base. 
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First Cloud-to-Ground 
Lightning Timing Study 
(Dr. Huddleston) 

The probability of CG lightning 
occurrence is included in the daily 
and weekly lightning probability fore
casts issued by the 45 WS. These 
forecasts are important in the warm 
season months, May-October, when 
the area is most affected by lightning. 
Many KSC and CCAFS organizations 
use this information when planning 
potentially hazardous outdoor activi
ties, such as working with fuels or 
rolling a vehicle to a launch pad . 
These organizations would benefit 
greatly if the 45 WS could provide 
more accurate timing of the first CG 
lightning of the day in addition to the 
probability of lightning occurrence. 
The AMU has made significant im
provements in forecasting the proba
bility of lightning for the day. Howev
er, forecasting the time of the first CG 
lightning with confidence has re
mained a challenge. The ultimate 
goal of this task was to develop a tool 
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that provides the distri
bution of first CG light
ning times in the KSC/ 
CCAFS lightning warn
ing circles to assist the 
45 WS customers to 
plan for activities prone 
to disruption due to 

Table 1. Thompson Index (TI) thresholds 
(Vasquez 2006). 

Tl 

<25 

25 to 34 

lightning activity. Due to 35 to 40 
small data sample siz
es, the AMU could not 
determine if there is a 

~40 

statistical relationship between speed 
-stratified flow regimes and the time 
of the first CG strike. However, the 
AMU developed a tool with input from 
the 45 WS that allows forecasters to 
visualize the climatological frequen
cies of the timing of the first lightning 
strike. 

Graphical User Interface 

In previous quarters, the Dr. Hud
dleston stratified the lightning strike 
data into three sea breeze flow re
gimes and two wind speed catego
ries defined by the 45 WS. Details on 
the stratification definitions are found 
in a previous report (AMU Quarterly 

M 0 a 

Description 

No thunderstorm 

Potential of thunderstorms 

Potential of thunderstorms 
approaching severe 

Potential of severe thunderstorms 

Report Q1 FY13) . She analyzed the 
stratified data and found there were 
not enough observations in each of 
the stratifications to determine statis
tical relationships between the strati
fications and the time of the first light
ning strike of the day (AMU Quarterly 
Report Q2 FY13). 

With agreement from the 45 WS, 
she developed a GUI using the Slic
ers feature in Excel 2010 to display 
the climatological statistics for the 
times of the first lightning strike of the 
day in each stratification: month , flow 
regime direction , flow regime wind 
speed , and Thompson Index (TI) to 
account for stability (AMU Quarterly 

Report Q2 FY13). In pre-
"' c".l ~:~ vious AMU studies 

" s '7 (Lambert 2005, Lambert 
Time of Fi rst Strike Occurrence 

(St rttificd by 45 WS FAN Sea 8 rcczc F1o w Rccime) ~N (>BS" or S20°) 

--NE (>20' & !66') 

2007, Crawford 2010, 
Bauman and Crawford 
2012) , Tl was an im
portant predictor of light
ning occurrence for most 
of the warm season 
months. Dr. Huddleston 
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modified the first Tl strati
fication thresholds in the 
GUI to thresholds 
adapted from Vasquez 
(2006) shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 11. The GUt using Excel 2010 Slicers for the FRN flow regimes in August, days when 
lightning occurred, medium FRN speeds, and Tl > 34. The top chart shows the number of times 
the first lightning strike occurred during each hour and the bottom chart shows the percentage of 
first lightning strike occurrences in each flow regime. After the user selects the filters from the 

Dr. Huddleston then up
dated the Slicers with the 
new Tl thresholds for 
each of the five stratifica
tions, three based on 
flow regime and two 
based on wind speed, 
and delivered the GUI to 
the 45 WS. Figure 11 
shows an example of the 
GUI using Excel 2010 
Slicers for the 45 WS 
Forecast Reference 
Notebook (FRN) sea 

, menus, categories containing no data are grayed and moved to the end of the menu. 
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breeze flow regime stratification. In 
this particular stratification there were 
few lightning events (top chart) dur
ing easterly flow (E in the legend) , 
but if lightning did occur it happened 
mostly before local noon (bottom 
chart) . 

Figure 12 shows the GUI for the 
FRN speed category stratification. 
There were fewer lightning strikes 
(top chart) in the low speed category, 
but if lightning did occur it happened 
at an earlier local time (peak at local 
noon) than in the other speed cate
gories (bottom chart). 

A CDEFGHI M N 

Final Report 

Dr. Huddleston completed work 
on the task and started writing the 
final report. 

For more information contact Dr. 
Lisa Huddleston at 321-853-8217 or 
lisa.l.huddleston@nasa.gov. 
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 except for the FRN speed category stratification. 

Severe Weather Tool 
Using 1500 UTC CCAFS 
Soundings 
(Dr. Bauman) 

People and property at KSC and 
CCAFS are at risk when severe 
weather occurs. Strong winds, hail 
and tornadoes can injure individuals 
and cause costly damage to struc
tures if not properly protected. The 
ER customers at KSC and CCAFS 
use the daily and weekly severe 
weather forecasts issued by the 45 
WS to determine if they need to limit 
an activity such as working on gan
tries, or protect property such as a 
vehicle on a pad. Missed lead-times 
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and false alarm rates have shown 
that severe weather in east-central 
Florida is difficult to forecast during 
the warm season (May-September). 
Due to the threat severe weather 
poses to life and property at the ER 
and the difficulty in making the fore
cast, the 45 WS requested the AMU 
develop a warm season severe 
weather tool based on the late morn
ing , 1500 UTC (11 00 local time) , 
XMR sounding . The 45 WS frequent
ly makes decisions to issue a severe 
weather watch and other severe 
weather warning support products to 
NASA and the 45th Space Wing in 
the late morning, after the 1500 UTC 
sounding, which is more representa
tive of the atmospheric instability 
than the early morning , 1000 UTC, 

11 

sounding. A tool using the 1500 UTC 
sounding should provide improved 
accuracy for severe weather notifica
tions and better allow decision mak
ers to implement appropriate mitiga
tion efforts. 

MIDDS Tool 

Dr. Bauman developed the 1500 
UTC (15Z) Severe Weather Tool in 
MIDDS using the Tool Command 
Language and its associated Tool Kit 
(Tci/Tk). The user starts the tool from 
the main weather menu on MIDDS. 
The program executes the Tci/Tk 
code to compute and retrieve sound
ing parameters and then presents the 
user with the GUI for manual input. 
Then the code computes a threat 
score for each parameter and the 
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~'Total Threat Score (TTS) for the day. 
The tool displays the output in two 
graphic windows for the user to view 
and saves two files in MIDDS for ar
chive. 

When the user executes the pro
gram in MIDDS, the message shown 
in Figure 13 is displayed while 
MIDDS accesses the sounding data 
and calculates the parameters. 

in the lower left to cal
culate the TTS. The 
GUI then closes and 
two other windows 
open with the results. 

The TTS and as
sociated data are 
shown in two windows 
in MIDDS. The first , 
shown in Figure 15, 
provides the user with 
a summary of the out-

<=14 

0% 

Total Threat Score (TTS) Categories 
15- 19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 >= 40 

Reported Severe Occurrences 
1% 6"/o 21% 57% 72% 92% 

The TTS for the 10:15 Z sounding on 5 Jul is : 

25 
Once the sounding parameters 

are ready, the GUI is displayed for 
the user to enter information about 
the 200 mb jet posit ion and flow re
gime as shown in Figure 14. There is 
a Help button in the upper right of the 
GUI window that describes how to 
use the GUI and a description of the 
tool itself. The date is displayed in 
two formats just above the questions 
on the left: year and day-of-year, and 
calendar day in month/day/year. 
They gray buttons associated with 
each of the two questions provide a 
definition of each parameter via a 
pop-up w indow when the mouse is 
positioned over them. The user can 
also click one of the two white but
tons associated with each question to 
display maps in the MIDDS graphics 
window of the phenomena they are 
assessing in order to answer the 
questions. Once the user clicks one 
of the gray buttons, the choice is dis
played in the box at the far right of 
the window. After both choices are 
made, the user clicks the green box 

put from the tool. The Figure 15. TTS summary window displayed in MIDDS 
first four lines of text provides a quick overview of the tool's output to the 

Hang in there ..... . 

display the climatologi- user. 
cal TTS categories 
and associated occurrences of re
ported severe weather. The fifth line 
of text displays the sounding time 
and date. The TTS is displayed as a 
large, bold number near the bottom 
of the window. The summary window 
was designed to give the user a 
quick look at the data output by the 
tool. 

The second window displayed , 
Figure 16, shows all of the sounding 
parameters and their values used to 
derive the TTS. The heading shows 
the Julian date and the month, day 
and year of the sounding . Below the 
heading is a table showing the index 
or parameter in the first (left) column. 
The next four columns show the low, 
medium, high and very high severe 
thresholds for each index or parame
ter to serve as a reference for the 

user. The last (right) column 
shows the value of the index 

Getting 1 5Z sounding data for you. 
or parameter from the 
sounding being evaluated. 
The next section of text be
low the table in this window 

Figure 13. Message window in MIDDS notifying 
the user that the program is acquiring the 
sounding data. 

Today: j2013186 jJul/ 5/Z013 

15Z Sounding Severe Weather Tool 
Developed by ENSCO, Inc. for 

NASA's Applied Meteorology Unit 
Only for use May-September 

duplicates the output from the sum
mary window and includes the clima
tology-based TTS categories and 
their associated occurrences of re
ported severe weather, the time and 
date of the sounding , and the TTS. 
Finally, the last three lines of text at 
the bottom of the window serve as a 
reminder to the forecaster that they 
must consider the development and 
position of the sea breeze front and 
any outflow boundaries that could 
serve as triggers for convection and 
possibly lead to severe weather. 

In addition to the two output win
dows, Dr. Bauman 's code saves two 
files to MIDDS for archive purposes. 
One is a comma separated value 
(CSV) formatted file that displays the 
Julian date, month , day, year and 
time of the sounding plus the indices 
and parameters with their associated 
values from the sounding. A CSV file 
can be viewed in Microsoft Excel as 
shown in the example in Figure 17. 
The second file is saved in MIDDS as 
a text file that replicates the detailed 
TTS output window and can be 

viewed in any 
~ text viewer soft

ware. An exam
ple file is shown 
in NotePad++ 
software in Fig-

Answers ure 18. 

What Is the ZOO mb Jet POsttion?l ~ Right Ent I left Exit j Overllead I None I Display ZOOmb Wild Plot 1 jNO MIDDS Tool 
Testing 

\Wiatls the 1000-700 mb Flow Rep?!~~~~ Other I Display 1000- 700mb Maps j 

, _Figure 14. The 1500 UTC sounding-based Severe Weather Tool GUI. 
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sounding was available to en
sure MIDDS was calculating the 
correct values. He manually cal
culated each parameter's threat 
score and the resulting TTS to 
make sure they were identical to 
the corresponding threat scores 
calculated by the code in 
MIDDS for each sounding. To 
automate this process, he wrote 
code in Microsoft Excel Visual 
Basic for Applications that im
ported the MIDDS CSV files 
(Figure 17) and calculated each 
parameter's threat score and the 
TTS to compare to the manually 
calculated values. He tested this 
code on 14 soundings to make 
sure it worked before discontinu
ing manual calculation of the 
threat scores and TTS. Dr. Bau
man continued testing by com
paring values from the MIDDS 
CSV files to the Excel-calculated 
values. 

Figure 16. Detailed TTS window displayed in MIDDS provides the user with index and Current 1000 UTC Severe 
parameter severe thresholds and the specific values derived from the current sounding Weather Tool Update 
used to generate the TTS. 

Figure 17. Example output from a CSV file saved in MIDDS and displayed in Microsoft 
Excel. All of the output from the file is shown within the red rectangle in Column A of the 
spreadsheet. 
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Dr. Bauman presented a sta
tus briefing on the progress of 
the 1500 UTC Severe Weather 
Tool to the 45 WS staff in May. 
During the briefing , the 45 WS 
asked if the AMU could apply 
the same methodology into de
velopment of a new 1 000 UTC 
tool. The existing 1000 UTC tool 
has a considerable amount of 
subjectivity built into it, but the 
1500 UTC tool is much more 
objective and easier for the fore
casters to use. The AMU stated 
that it would probably take only 
2-3 weeks to implement this 
methodology in a MIDDS GUI 
using the 1000 UTC soundings 
because all of the stability pa
rameters from the 1989-2012 
1000 UTC soundings were pre
viously calculated and readily 
available on the AMU server. 
During this status briefing , the 
KSC Weather Office authorized 
Dr. Bauman to undertake the 
work providing it did not delay 
the 1500 UTC sounding-based 
task. Since the 1500 UTC task 
was approximately two weeks 
ahead of schedule, Dr. Bauman 
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imported the 1 000 UTC sounding 
data into the Excel spreadsheets 
he developed for the1500 UTC 
tool and determined threat scores 
and a TTS for each sounding us
ing the Excel Visual Basic for Ap
plications scripts he wrote for the 
1500 UTC tool. He then modified 
the Tci/Tk code in MIDDS to pro
cess the 1000 UTC soundings 
and output the threat scores and 
TTS based on the 1000 UTC pa
rameters. He began testing using 
the same methodology as for the 
1500 UTC tool. 

j "C:\lSZ Seve"' WoatherTooi\Final Repott\lmlges\lSSVR20B186- Notepod•+ 

Training and Final Report 

Dr. Bauman will work with 45 
WS personnel to schedule an 
overview briefing of the task and 
provide hands-on training when 
the GUI is transitioned to the op
erational MIDDS. He will continue 
testing the MIDDS GUI code and 
solicit forecaster feedback 
through the rest of the 2012 warm 
season. Dr. Bauman started writ
ing the final report. 

Filo Edit S.arch Viow Encoding Languago Settings Macro Run Plugins Window 1 

ha 15SVR2013186 ol 

0 . 

IND~X 

Today• s lSZ Soundinq Severe Weather Ind1.ces 
Developed by ENSCO, Inc. tor 

NASA' • Apphed Meteoroloqy Unn (AMU) 

Today'• Date u: 2013186 or Jul/ 5/2013 

THRESHOLDS Tl!IS 

or PAAAM.ET~R LOW ~D HIGH VHIGH SOUNDING 

Showalt-er Index > 2 to -2 < -2 4.0 
Total Totals Index < 46 16 eo 46 > 46 41.7 

SW~AT < 200 200 to 300 > 300 182.6 
L1.fted Index > -3 -3 to -5 < -5 -0.2 

Vertl.cal Total5 < 24 24 to 25 > 25 24.6 

Cross Toeals < 20 20 to 21.9 22 to 23 > 23 17.1 

Thorr.p.son Index < 25 25 to 34.9 35 to 39 > 39 26.5 
K Index < 26 26 to 25.9 29 eo 30 > 30 26-3 

CAP~ max! < 500 500 to 999 1000 to 2500 > 2500 762 J/kq 
CIN < 50 50 to 200 > 200 126 J/kq 

1000-700mb RH < 50 50 to 70 > 70 66 ' Precl.p Water < 1.0 1.0 to 1.75 > 1. 75 1. 64 in 
HOPI (K 1 > 1 0.8 

650Jr.b Jet >- 25k<: and 109-270 deq 131 at 16 let 
200mb Jet Posl.t.l.on Overhead, None, £ x 1.t, Entrance or Dl.v DIV 

Flow Reo1.me ~. SE, Other , NW or SW SW 

TTS Score C&teqorl.es 

10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 >- 40 

Reported Severe Occurrences 
0\ 6\ 21\ 57\ 72\ 92\ 

Total Threat Score (TTS) tor the lO:lS z sound1n; 1s: 25 

In add~~1on to us1n; the TTS ~o assess ~he warm seaso~ severe weather threa~. 
you should also consl.der ~! the sea breeze !ron~ w.ill be near c.he coast or 
inland and whether you expect out!lo~ and ~n~ersecti~q boundaries to develop. 

Ln : 39 Col : l S.I:OIO UNIX ANSiasUTF-8 

X 

INS 

For more information contact 
Dr. Bauman at 321-853-8202 or 
bauman.bill@ensco.com. 

Figure 18. Example output from a text file saved in MIDDS and displayed in the 
NotePad++ software. This text file is identical to the output displayed in the detailed 
TTS window (Figure 16). 

INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASURMENT 
Configuration and Eval
uation of a Dual
Doppler 3-D Wind Field 
System (Ms. Crawford) 

Space vehicle ground and launch 
operations are halted when wind 
speeds from specific directions ex
ceed defined thresholds and when 
lightning is a threat. Strong winds 
and lightning are difficult parameters 
for the 45 WS to forecast, yet are im
portant in the protection of customer 
vehicle operations and the personnel 
that conduct them. A display of the 
low-level horizontal wind field to re
veal areas of high winds or conver
gence would be a valuable tool for 
forecasters in assessing the timing of 
high winds impacting operations, or 
convection initiation (CI) and subse
quent lightning occurrence. This is 
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especially important for areas where 
no weather observation platforms 
exist. Developing a weather radar 
dual-Doppler capability would provide 
such a display to assist forecasters in 
predicting high winds and Cl. The 
wind fields can also be used to initial
ize a local mesoscale numerical 
weather prediction model to help im
prove the model forecast winds, Cl , 
and other phenomena. Finally, data 
combined from multiple radars will 
lessen radar geometry problems 
such as the cone of silence and 
beam blockage. This display will aid 
in using ground processing and 
space launch resources more effi
ciently by stopping or starting work in 
a timelier manner. The AMU was 
tasked by the 45 WS and NWS MLB 
to develop a dual-Doppler display 
using data from the 45 WS Doppler 
Radar, NWS MLB Weather Surveil-

14 

lance Radar 1988-Doppler (WSR-
88D) , and the Federal Aviation Ad
ministration Terminal Doppler Weath
er Radar (TDWR) at Orlando Interna
tional Airport as input, and available 
software to derive the wind field over 
east-central Florida, especially over 
KSC/CCAFS to support the safety of 
ground and launch operations. 

Software and Computing Re
sources 

Dr. Bauman installed the Linux 
Community Enterprise Operating 
System (CentOS) Release 6.4 on an 
existing AMU computer that is capa
ble of supporting both of the dual
Doppler software packages being 
considered for the task. The two 
packages were described in the pre
vious AMU Quarterly Report (Q2 
FY13). One is a set of software pro
grams from the National Center for 
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Atmospheric Research (NCAR) that 
has been used in many research 
studies and one in which the pro
grams were set up to run operational
ly (Dolan and Rutledge 2007). The 
other is WDSS-11 from the National 
Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL). 

Ms. Crawford emailed descrip
tions of both software packages to 
Mr. Sharp of NWS MLB, who re
quested a meeting to discuss this 
task at the NWS MLB office in early 
May. At that meeting , Ms. Crawford 
briefed NWS MLB forecasters on the 
choices for dual-Doppler analysis 
software packages and recommend
ed the WDSS-11 package for several 
reasons. The NCAR software pack
age is a set of several programs. 
They are currently being updated, 
and some of the programs are being 
merged together. The WDSS-11 soft
ware is ready to install and use for 
research , with the possibility of tran
sition to operational use. It is im-

Wind Pairs Database 
for Persistence Model
ing (Mr. Decker) 

NASA LSP space launch teams 
include a UL wind assessment in 
their vehicle commit-to-launch deci
sions. Their assessments are based 
on wind measurements obtained ear
lier in the launch count, which may 
not represent the environment the 
vehicle will ascend through. Uncer
tainty in the UL winds over the time 
period between the assessment and 
launch can be mitigated by a statisti
cal analysis of wind change over time 
periods of interest using historical 
data from the launch range. Without 
historical data, theoretical wind mod
els must be used, which can result in 
inaccurate wind placards that misrep
resent launch availability. This can 
result in over conservatism in vehicle 
wind placards and may reduce 
launch availability. Conversely, if the 
model is under-conservative it could 
result in launching into winds that 
might damage the vehicle. LSP 
tasked the AMU to calculate wind 
change statistics over specific time 
periods, also known as wind pairs, 
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portant to note that at this point in the 
task, this decision is not final. If is
sues arise that indicate WDSS-11 is 
not the best package, Ms. Crawford 
will switch to the NCAR software, 
probably the most recent working 
version as opposed to the programs 
that are being modified. 

Ms. Crawford downloaded and 
installed WDSS-11 on the AMUI Linux 
PC after requesting a copy of the 
software from Dr. Lakshmanan, the 
WDSS-11 lead scientist, through the 
WDSS-11 website (http:// 
www.cimms.ou.edu/-lakshman/ 
WDSS2/index.shtmf) . She is current
ly looking for several missing library 
files needed to run the program. 

Data 

Ms. Crawford discussed possible 
test cases with Mr. McNamara of the 
45 WS. He stated that more recent 
data from the 45th Space Wing (45 
SW) WSR would be of better quality, 

for each month from historical UL 
wind observations at the ER, WR and 
WFF. The wind pairs of interest are 
over the time periods of 45 and 90 
minutes, and 2, 3 and 4 hours. The 
intent of these databases is to help 
LSP improve the accuracy of launch 
commit decisions based on UL wind 
assessments. Because of their expe
rience in working with UL wind pair 
databases and statistical analysis of 
UL wind change, the Natural Environ
ments (NE) group at Marshall Space 
Flight Center (MSFC) is working on 
this task under the AMU's direction. 

WFF Data Processing and 
Analysis 

Mr. Decker began the next steps 

and suggested data collected during 
a local tornadic event on 15 April 
2013. He provided the WSR data for 
this date and for the time period 0000 
-0800 UTC. Ms. Crawford then down
loaded the NWS MLB WSR-88D data 
for the same date and time from the 
National Climatic Data Center 
(NCDC) website. She also requested 
the MCO TDWR data from the FAA 
for this date and time. 

WDSS-11 ingests Level II radar 
data. The WSR-88D and TDWR data 
are in this format, but the WSR data 
are not. Dr. Carey of the University of 
Alabama Huntsville, who has worked 
with the WSR data, provided Ms. 
Crawford with a link to a program that 
will convert the WSR data to Level II 
format. 

For more information contact Ms. 
Crawford at 321-853-8130 or 
crawford.winnie@ensco.com. 

wind profiles where data were not 
reported or to filter the wind data 
when reported at finer altitude spac
ing in order to remove smaller wave
length features while maintaining the 
same energy content. The WFF data
base does not contain any high
resolution wind profiles, so no data 
filtering was necessary. 

Mr. Decker implemented the fol
lowing QC algorithms on the data to 
remove wind profile pairs containing 
unacceptable wind profiles: 

• Wind data with each profile in the 
pair had to reach a minimum of 
20,000 ft. 

• More than 50% of wind data must 
exist in both profiles. 

in processing the wind pair database • 
at WFF during this period. As noted 

Wind component change be
tween adjacent altitudes (vertical 
wind shear) must be less than or 
equal to 0.15 s-1

. 

in the previous quarterly report (AMU 
Quarterly Report 02 FY13) , the WFF 
wind profile database contained data 
spaced at inconsistent vertical inter- • 
vals. All wind data in the databases • 

Duplicate pairs will be removed . 

Manual inspection of each wind 
pair for erroneous data. delivered to LSP will be in 100-ft 

(30.4 m) intervals starting at the sur
face and have an ending altitude not 
exceeding 65,000 ft (19,811 m). This 
necessitated the use of data interpo
lation algorithms to fill in sections of 
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The minimum altitude require
ment of 20,000 ft (6 ,095 m) was rec
ommended by LSP as their custom
ers need wind pairs to at least this 
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/ height. Mr. Decker applied the re-
maining QC checks to address is
sues associated with using multiple 
wind profile sources to construct the 
wind pairs . When either wind profile 
in a pair did not contain at least 50% 
of possible data, the pair was reject
ed. This eliminated the potential of 
having an artificial large wind change 
exist between two profiles from a 
large interpolation. He applied the 
vertical wind shear check to remove 
profiles where unrealistic wind shears 
existed. Large wind shears can be an 
artifact of data interpolation over a 
large attitude interval. 

Mr. Decker decided to manually 
inspect the data after reviewing the 
probability distributions of maximum 
wind component change, independ
ent of altitude, for each pair time in
terval. His experience with temporal 
wind change analyses has shown 
that wind change extremes are typi
cally correlated to time separation: 
the longer the time interval , the larger 
the extreme wind change magni
tudes. However, the wind component 
change at probability levels greater 
than 95% in the 45- and 90-minute 
pairs were -50% greater than the 
corresponding maximum wind 
change at the same probability level 
in the 2- 3- and 4-hour pairs. From 
the manual inspection of the WFF 45 
- and 90-minute wind pairs, Mr. 
Decker noted these questionable 
wind change values associated with 
profile pairs occurring around 0000 
UTC in data obtained from NOAA's 
Integrated Global Radiosonde Ar
chive (IGRA) database (lmke et al. 
2008). His manual review of the 
questionable profile pairs indicated 
that differences observed in the wind 
profiles seemed more characteristic 
of diurnal-scale wind change as op
posed to short-time period wind 
change. 

Mr. Decker decided to use an in
dependent source to compare the 
winds at the altitude region where the 
maximum wind change occurred be
tween the wind profiles. He reviewed 
the National Centers for Environmen
tal Prediction (NCEP) North Ameri
can Regional Reanalysis composite 

data for the time period of interest 
to determine if a large gradient in 
the winds occurred during the time 
period. The majority of these cases 
did not corroborate with the NCEP 
data and, as a result, he removed 
all the wind pairs occurring near 
0000 UTC that contained wind pro
files from the IGRA database. The 
resulting temporal wind change 
distributions were better correlated. 
Mr. Decker will apply the same 
process to the WR wind pairs. 

Table 2. Total count of wind pairs be
fore and after QC in the WFF period of 
record (POR), January 1965-January 
2013, for the five time intervals. 

After QC of the WFF database, 
the number of acceptable pairs 
was reduced by 30% from the initial 
record count (Table 2) . The largest 
reductions in pairs were with the 45-
and 90-minute intervals due to the 
manual QC process. 

The small sample size for each 
time interval may not capture the 
range of wind change for each time 
period and also increases the uncer
tainty in characterizing wind change 
extremes. Mr. Decker applied a 
method to determine how well the 
sample population characterizes 
wind change extremes by applying a 
theoretical distribution function to the 
data in order to determine how much 
variability exists at specified percen
tile levels. Extreme wind change pop
ulation distributions are usually non
Gaussian , so Mr. Decker applied a 
generalized extreme value (GEV) 
distribution function (Coles 2001) to 
fit the u- and v-component wind 
changes to a range of percentiles 
and calculated confidence bounds 
(CB) using the Asymptotic Distribu
tion of Percentiles method 
(DasGupta 2008). The result of this 
analysis for both components of the 4 
-hour wind pairs is shown in Figure 
19. The cumulative probability, drawn 
from the probability density function 
(Wilks 2006), is along they-axis and 
the magnitude of the component 
wind change is on the y-axis . Due to 
the small sample sizes for each time 
period, the 95% CBs for the ob
served wind change extremes(-> 
40 kt) have a large range of uncer
tainty as seen in Figure 19 for the 4-
hour wind pairs. It is more pro
nounced for the meridional wind 

Pair Time Initial Final Count 
Interval Count after QC 

45-minute 159 78 
90-minute 86 54 

2-hour 102 75 
3-hour 146 127 
4-hour 97 74 

TOTAL 590 409 

component (v-component) as the 
95% CB for the 98th percentile v
component wind change ranged from 
40.2 to 89.3 kt. Mr. Decker observed 
similar results for the other time inter
vals. Given the large range of com
ponent wind changes in Figure 19, it 
is unlikely that the observed ex
tremes are representative of extreme 
temporal wind changes at WFF. 

ER Data QC 

Mr. BJ Barbre of Jacobs, in 
MSFC NE, developed the ER wind 
database from the KSC Doppler Ra
dar Wind Profiler (DRWP) network to 
support other projects , and generat
ed the wind pairs for this task not on
ly because the pairs applied to those 
projects , but also because develop
ing the pairs aided in the DRWP da
tabase QC process. Prior to this task, 
Mr. Barbre produced an archive of 50 
-MHz DRWP (D-50) winds for the 
August 1997 to December 2009 POR 
(Barbre 2012) , and had been per
forming QC assessments on 915-
MHz DRWP (D-915) for the April 
2000 to December 2010 POR, mak
ing the overlapping POR between the 
two archives April 2000 to December 
2009. The algorithms and methodolo
gies in Lambert et al. (2003) and Bar
bre (2012) were used in the D-915 
QC process. Additional QC included 
removing profiles with duplicate 
timestamps, filling temporal data 
gaps greater than 15 minutes, and 
checking for correct altitude progres
sion. Mr. Barbre completed QC of D-
915 data for the POR during this 
quarter. 

'~~~~~:---~----------------------~~------------------------------------__// 
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WFF Maximum 4-hr U Changes with 
Generalized Extreme Value Fit and 

95% Confidence Bounds, n = 74 

WFF Maximum 4-hr V Changes with 
Generalized Extreme Value Fit and 

95% Confidence Bounds, n = 74 
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Figure 19. WFF maximum wind change from the 4-hour wind pairs with 95% CB for the U-(left) and V-component (right) wind 
changes. The magnitude of the wind component change is on the x-axis and probability is on they-axis. The number (n) of 
pairs in the analysis is 74. 

The next step after data QC en
tailed creating a single profile by 
splicing the two DRWP profiles at the 
altitude where the top of the D-915 
profile (20,013 ft or 6,100 m at most) 
and the bottom of the D-50 profile 
(approximately 8,202 ft or 2,500 m) 
met or overlapped. Before generating 
the spliced DRWP profiles, Mr. Bar
bre determined and applied temporal 
and spatial (vertical) criteria to all 
DRWP profiles because the individu
al profiles had to match in both do
mains before splicing . The D-50 ar
chive provides measurements at 492 
-ft (150-m) intervals every 5 minutes 
prior to an instrument upgrade in 
2004 and 475-ft (145-m) intervals 
every 3 minutes thereafter. The D-
915 archive provides measurements 
at 331-ft (101-m) intervals roughly 
every 15 minutes. Mr. Barbre chose 
164 ft (50 m) as the spatial criterion 
and the D-50 measurement time in
tervals as the temporal criterion. 

After determining the temporal 
and spatial criteria, Mr. Barbre devel
oped an algorithm to splice the D-50 
and D-915 profiles into one using 
each of the five D-915s. First, for 
each D-50 timestamp, the algorithm 
found the closest corresponding 
timestamp in each of the D-915 pro
files. Next, the algorithm interpolated 
the D-50 and D-915 profiles to 164-ft 
(50-m) spacing in the altitude range 
328-61 ,024 ft (100-18,600 m) , the 
lowest observation of the D-915s to 
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the highest observation of the D-50. 
Then , the algorithm counted the 
number of data gaps from each in
strument, flagged excessively large 
gaps, and linearly interpolated wind 
components within unflagged gaps. 
Both profiles contained data place
holders at the same altitudes, with a 
transition region between the two 
profiles typically at altitudes around 
6,562-9,843 ft (2 ,000-3000 m). The 
algorithm then spliced the two pro
files using a methodology that varied 
slightly based on the data coverage 
of the two profiles within the transi
tion region . If a D-915 profile over
lapped the D-50 profile, then the al
gorithm combined the D-50 and D-
915 wind components within the tran
sition region using a weighting 
scheme that gave greater weight to 
the D-915 at lower altitudes and 
greater weight to the D-50 at higher 
altitudes. If a D-915 profile did not 
reach the D-50 profile , then the algo
rithm linearly interpolated the winds 
between the highest altitude of the D-
915 profile and the lowest altitude of 
the D-50 profile provided the QC al
gorithm did not flag the gap. Each 
spliced profile contained winds exclu
sive to the D-915 below the transition 
region , derived winds within the tran
sition region , and winds exclusive to 
the D-50 above the transition region. 
Splicing the D-50 and individual D-
915 profiles produced up to five 
DRWP wind profiles at a given 
timestamp in the archive. 
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Mr. Barbre then combined the in
dividual spliced profiles to generate a 
single composite DRWP profile rep
resenting the wind environment at a 
given timestamp. The individual 
spliced profiles only differed below 
the lowest altitude of the D-50 profile. 
Mr. Barbre developed an algorithm 
that generated composite winds at 
each altitude starting at 328ft (1 00 
m) and ending at 60,532 ft (18,450 
m). He decided not to use data at the 
highest D-50 measurement altitude 
due to questionable shears. The al
gorithm first computed a mean refer
ence wind using observations from 
D-915s with valid winds at each alti
tude. Next, vector differences be
tween the winds from each of the in
dividual D-915 profiles and the refer
ence wind were used to derive 
weights corresponding to each of the 
profiles. Summing the product of the 
weights and wind components from 
all individual profiles produced the 
composite wind at each altitude. At 
altitudes above 328ft (1 00 m) , the 
algorithm computed the final compo
site wind as the mean of the refer
ence wind described above and the 
composite wind at the previous alti
tude. 

Mr. Barbre reduced the DRWP 
archive according to specific guide
lines for this task. A wind profile must 
have contained data at all altitudes 
from 820-20,000 ft (250-6 ,096 m). He 
linearly reduced wind components 
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/ below 820 ft (250 m) to no wind at 0 
ft (0 m). Profile tops extended as high 
as 60,532 ft (18,450 m) . Two profiles 
defined a pair if the desired time sep
aration of the pair plus or minus two 
minutes separated the profiles' 
timestamps. For example, a 45-
minute pair has two profiles spaced 
anywhere from 43-47 minutes apart. 
Mr. Barbre chose a two-minute win
dow given the large number of pro
files available, and generated pairs at 
45-minute, 90-minute, 2-hour, 3-hour, 
and 4-hour time intervals over the 
POR. Table 3 displays the number of 
composite ER DRWP pairs for each 
time interval. 

Continuing Work 

Mr. Decker will discuss the re
sults of the WFF wind pair database 
analysis with LSP and determine if 
there are any potential applications 
for the database. He will start to pro
cess and analyze the WR wind pair 
database and will perform an analy
sis of maximum wind changes over 
each time interval on the ER DRWP 
wind pairs database. He will deliver 
three sets of wind pair databases, 
one for each range, upon completion 
of the task. 

MESOSCALE MODELING 
Range-Specific High
Resolution Mesoscale 
Model Setup: Data As
similation (Dr. Watson) 

The ER and WFF would benefit 
greatly from high-resolution 
mesoscale model output to better 
forecast a variety of unique weather 
phenomena. Global and national 
scale models cannot properly resolve 
important local-scale weather fea
tures at each location due to their 
horizontal resolutions being much too 
coarse. A properly tuned high resolu
tion model would provide that capa
bility. This is a continuation of a pre
viously customer-approved task that 
began in FY12 in which the Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) 
model was tuned for the ER and 
WFF. This task will provide a recom
mended local DA and numerical fore
cast model design optimized for the 
ER and WFF to support space 

launch activities. The model will be 
optimized for local weather challeng
es at both ranges. 

Operating System Reinstallation 

Dr. Watson asked Mr. Erik Mag
nuson, from ENSCO, Inc. , to reinstall 
the operating system on the old mod
eling cluster due to the difficulties in 
running new software and due to the 
delay in getting the new AMU model
ing clusters up and running. After the 
upgrade, Dr. Watson began installing 
and configuring updated versions of 
all the software needed to run the 
GSI data assimilation program. Dr. 
Watson then continued to run test 
cases and learn about GSI. 

New Modeling Clusters 
Configuration 

The two new AMU modeling clus
ters were moved to their new location 
in the KSC Data Center at the Cen
tral Instrumentation Facility (CIF) in 
May 2013. Mr. Magnuson installed 
the clusters in their racks, powered 

Table 3. Number of ER DRWP 
pairs for each time interval during 
the POR. 

Time Interval Number of Pairs 

45-minute 273,265 

90-minute 260,878 

2-hour 297,491 

3-hour 273,189 

4-hour 276,108 

For more information contact Mr. 
Decker at 256-544-3068 or 
rvan.k.decker@nasa.gov. 

them up, and implemented basic net
work connectivity. Working with KSC 
Information Management and Com
munications Systems (IMCS) staff, 
he rebalanced power distribution to 
the two clusters to minimize load is
sues. Ms. Shafer, Mr. Magnuson, Dr. 
Bauman and Dr. Huddleston attend
ed a meeting with KSC IT Security 
staff to determine the most efficient 
approach to conduct a risk assess
ment of the modeling clusters with 
the IMCS IT Security staff and then 
incorporate the assessment into the 
AMU System IT Security Plan. Mr. 
Magnuson, Ms. Shafer, and Dr. Bau
man then conducted an IT Security 
vulnerability scan of the clusters. Af
ter the scans were completed , both 
modeling clusters were cleared for 
AMU staff use. Dr. Watson then be
gan installing and configuring the 
software needed to conduct this task. 

For more information contact Dr. 
Watson at watson .leela@ensco.com 
or 321-853-8264. 

'--------------------------------~~-------------------------------/ 
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AMU OPERATIONS 
Modeling Clusters 

Dr. Watson, Ms. Shafer and Dr. 
Bauman met with several people 
from the KSC Data Center on 25 
April to assess the requirements to 
house the two AMU modeling clus
ters in their facility. Mr. Magnuson, 
ENSCO System and Software Engi
neer, installed the new AMU model
ing clusters in their racks in the KSC 
Data Center at the CIF. He then pow
ered them up and implemented basic 
network connectivity. Working with 
IMCS staff, he rebalanced power dis
tribution to the two clusters to mini
mize load issues. 

Ms. Shafer, Mr. Magnuson, Dr. 
Bauman and Dr. Huddleston support
ed a meeting with KSC IT Security to 
determine the most efficient ap
proach to conduct a risk assessment 
of the new AMU modeling clusters 
with the IMCS IT Security staff in the 
KSC Data Center at the CIF and then 
incorporate the assessment into the 
AMU System IT Security Plan . Ms. 
Shafer coordinated a date to accom
plish a vulnerability scan of the clus
ters that, when completed , will allow 
work to fully commence on the AMU 
Modeling Task on the new machines. 

Mr. Magnuson, Ms. Shafer and 
Dr. Bauman met with Mr. Gary Peck 
and Mr. Eric Franco from IMCS to 
conduct an IT Security vulnerability 
scan of the new AMU modeling clus
ters. After the scans were completed , 
both modeling clusters were cleared 
for AMU staff use for current custom
er-directed modeling tasks. 

IT 

Ms. Shafer and Dr. Bauman com
pleted the annual IT Security Re
quirements to conduct the AMU Sys
tem's Continuous Monitoring assess
ment and update the AMU System 
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Security Plan , the AMU Contingency 
Plan, the AMU Hurricane Prepared
ness Plan and AMU system dia
grams in the Securelnfo Risk Man
agement System. Mr. Magnuson up
graded the AMU Advanced Weather 
Information Processing System 
(AWIPS) to the latest available ver
sion. 

Assistance to Range Weather 
Operations 

During the 45 WS morning 
weather discussion on 22 May the 
forecaster mentioned that satellite 
imagery was lost overnight and 
thought there was an issue with 
MIDDS. They planned to contact 
CSR to see what could be done. Af
ter the briefing , Ms. Shafer re
searched the satellite imagery issue 
and discovered the Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellite 
13 (GOES-13) was down and it was 
not a MIDDS problem. She notified 
the 45 WS Flight Commander, Capt. 
Sweat, who directed CSR to switch 
the local satellite feed from GOES-13 
to GOES-14. 

During the Delta IV launch opera
tions in May, the Launch Weather 
Officer (LWO) asked for AMU assis
tance to display the AMU-developed 
Anvil Threat Corridor in AWIPS and 
at a lower altitude than the typical 
anvil cloud height in MIDDS. Dr. Bau
man displayed the Anvil Threat Corri
dor in AWIPS and also showed the 
LWO how to display it. He also 
helped instruct the launch team on 
how to run the Anvil Threat Corridor 
in MIDDS to output the display at a 
lower altitude to match the height of 
the anvil clouds that could have po
tentially affected the launch. 

Ms. Shafer assisted one of the 45 
WS forecasters by providing training 
on use of the AWIPS warm season 
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procedures developed by the AMU to 
help run the AMU-developed 1000 
UTC sounding-based Severe Weath
er tool in MIDDS. She showed him 
where the procedures were located 
in the AWIPS menu system and 
opened all of them for him. He used 
the guidance from the AWIPS proce
dures when he ran the Severe 
Weather tool. 

Ms. Shafer and Mr. Magnuson 
assisted one of the Launch Weather 
Officers during an Atlas V tanking 
test by helping them adjust the color 
tables on an AWIPS product he was 
using to support the operation. 

Dr. Huddleston modified the code 
in the 45 WS lightning probability 
spreadsheet to add error ellipse axes 
adjustments to strokes with chi
squared values (location uncertain
ties) ;;:: 3. 

Meetings and Briefings 

Dr. Bauman and Dr. Huddleston 
provided an overview of the AMU to 
the new AMU Contracting Officer's 
Representative, Ms. Janet Letch
worth , on 4 April. 

Dr. Watson and Ms. Crawford 
visited NWS MLB on 16 May to pro
vide updates on the AMU's 
mesoscale modeling, lightning fore
casting , and multi-Doppler radar 
analysis tasks. 

Ms. Crawford, Dr. Bauman and 
Dr. Huddleston met with Mr. Michael 
Chambers, Chief of 45 SW Industrial 
Security, at the AMU for the annual 
review of the AMU Security Program. 
The AMU was found to be in compli
ance with all aspects of the National 
Industrial Security Program. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 
14 WS 14th Weather Squadron 
30 SW 30th Space Wing 
30 OSS 30th Operational Support Squadron 
45 RMS 45th Range Management Squadron 
45 OG 45th Operations Group 
45 SW 45th Space Wing 
45 SW/SE 45th Space Wing/Range Safety 
45 WS 45th Weather Squadron 
ABS Absolute Value 
AFSPC Air Force Space Command 
AFWA Air Force Weather Agency 
AMU Applied Meteorology Unit 
AWIPS Advanced Weather Information Processing 

System 
CB 
CCAFS 
Cl 
CIF 
CG 
CL 
CSR 
csv 
D-50 
D-915 
DA 
dP 
DRWP 
ER 
ESRL 
FRN 
FSU 
GEV 
GSI 
GOES 

GUI 
IGRA 
IMCS 

JSC 

Confidence Bounds 
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station 
Convection Initiation 
Central Instrumentation Facility 
Cloud-to-Ground 
California Low 
Computer Sciences Raytheon 
Comma Separated Value format 
50-MHz DRWP 
915-MHz DRWP 
Data Assimilation 
Pressure Difference 
Doppler Radar Wind Profiler 
Eastern Range 
Earth System Research Laboratory 
Forecast Reference Notebook 
Florida State University 
Generalized Extreme Value Distribution 
Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation 
Geostationary Operational Environmental 
Satellite 
Graphical User Interface 
Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive 
Information Management and Communica
tions Systems 
Johnson Space Center 
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KSC 
LSP 
LWO 
MIDDS 

MPW 
MSFC 
MSLP 
NB 
NCAR 
NCDC 
NCEP 
NE 
NLDN 
NOAA 

Kennedy Space Center 
Launch Services Program 
Launch Weather Officer 
Meteorological Interactive Data Display 
System 
Maximum Peak Wind 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
Mean Sea Level Pressure 
North Base (at VAFB) 
National Center for Atmospheric Research 
National Climatic Data Center 
National Centers for Environmental Prediction 
Natural Environments Group at MSFC 
National Lightning Detection Network 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

NPH North PH 
NSSL National Severe Storms Laboratory 
NWS MLB National Weather Service in Melbourne, FL 
PCC Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
PG 
PH 
POR 
QC 
SB 
SMC 
Tl 
TTS 
UL 
USAF 

VAFB 

WDSS-11 

WFF 

WR 

Pressure Gradient 
Pacific High 
Period of Record 
Quality Control 
South Base (at VAFB) 
Space and Missile Center 
Thompson Index 
Total Threat Score 
Upper Level 
United States Air Force 

Vandenberg Air Force Base 

Warning Decision Support System Integrated 
Information 

Wallops Flight Facility 

Western Range 

WRF Weather Research and Forecasting Model 

WSR 45 SW Weather Surveillance 

WSR-88D Weather Surveillance Radar 1988-Doppler 
XMR CCAFS 3-letter identifier 
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The AMU has been in operation since September 1991. Tasking is 
determined annually with reviews at least semi-annually 
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